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Amazing. Audacious.
adamant.

what is

Pirnar Ultimum is the best first impression. And for those
who are leaving, the best last impression.
It is a long sigh of admiration. Amazing forms, stunningly
sturdy and strong. Something you touch with enjoyment
every day. It is your first contact with the home that
makes you enormously proud.

pirnar
u lt i m u m ?

It is made for people who are aware of their excellence.
An absolute technological masterpiece for those who
know no compromise. Those who dare to sparkle where
others don't. Those who dare to be all they can be.
Unique.

admired

p i r n a r

u l t i m u m
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To be one's self, and unafraid
whether right or wrong, is more
admirable than the easy cowardice
of surrender to conformity.
— Irving Wallace

Nobody admires mediocrity.

We admire those who rise above the crowd and shine as
an example. Those who accomplish what no one else has.
Those who inspire with their courage and go where others
do not dare. There are not many such people.

Touch it. Feel the impeccability of all the details, carefully
assembled by hand into a charming whole.

We admire what is rare. Beauty, for instance. In our world,
where we are daily besieged with the new, real beauty is
still more difficult to find than a gold coin in the street.

Open it. Feel the power and solidity hiding in the thickest
door on the market – which just the same opens as lightly
as a feather. Pirnar Ultimum protects you against heat
loss better than any other, as it is the best heat insulated
aluminium door in the world.

Pirnar Ultimum is an entrance that draws sighs of
admiration.

People who visit you will not only admire its beauty. They
will admire your home. And even more.

No other entrance is trimmed with such innovative forms.
They seize the attention with their different surface levels as well as with their astonishingly clean and perfect
smoothness. Every handle is a masterpiece of its own, at
night arousing more sighs of admiration as it lights up.
The fourfold glazing offers the possibility for endless play
with patterns and textures.

They will admire you.
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s e l f - c o n f i d e n t ly
We gain strength, and courage, and
confidence by each experience in which
we really stop to look fear in the face.
— eleanor Roosevelt

Self-confidence opens all doors.

But we are not born with it. We built self-confidence every
day. When we surpass ourselves. When we remember
what we are good at and everything we have created.
And also when we create an environment where we feel
safe. Also at home.
Pirnar Ultimum is a door that exudes self-confidence.

p i r n a r
burglary resistant
certificate

RC2
(WK2)
—
ift rosenheim

Pirnar doors with security class RC2 (WK2)
has been granted from the German research
institute IFT Rosenheim. Doors are protected
with special hardware parts and lock.
A P4A penetration resistant glass pane offers
additional protection. Using burglary resistant
doors with tested security class RC2 (WK2)
will provide you with very good burglary
protection.

The extraordinary 14-centimetre thick door panel gives
the feeling of castle-like protection and safety. The door
panel, because of its thickness and special construction,
is exceptionally rigid and firm. This is enhanced by a combination of the thickest profiles by the company Schüco,
the masterfully perfect and precise hand work, and an
innovative way of constructing the elements. Here, Pirnar
Ultimum doors simply have no competition.
All the doors in the series can be built for the anti-burglary protection class RC2 (WK2). Standard equipment includes a 3-point safety lock with two massive hooks and
three massive and powerful hinges.
Every time you open the door, you will be aware of how
strong they are. Pirnar Ultimum is a symbol of safety. It
is also a symbol of the self-confidence of its owner. It tells
people in the outside world that here lives a person who
values what they have.
A person who is not afraid of anything.

u l t i m u m
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Innovation distinguishes between
a leader and a follower..
— Steve Jobs

innovative
The goal? To be first.

Man is a creature with an insatiable hunger for new and
better. Yet there are few who bring innovation. There are
few experts who are capable of technological or aesthetic
breakthroughs and amazing others with something that
until recently was impossible.
Pirnar Ultimum is a long story on innovations.

Pirnar's was the first to develop a multi-level design for an
aluminium door panel. They were the first to reach the respectable thickness of 14 centimetres. They were the first
to use a 4-layer glazing that brought with it new aesthetic
possibilities. Quadruple sealing is also an innovation of
theirs, further adding to better insulation.

After that they headed in another direction and developed
a completely flat, perfectly smooth and aesthetically pure
door. First.
They were the first to enthuse one of the most renowned
European institutes, the German IFT Rosenheim, with a
theretofore unattainable thermal conductivity quotient
for aluminium entrance doors: 0,73 W/m2K.
Whatever they undertake, they do it in their own special
way. From sophisticated LED lighting of the door panel
to a built-in fingerprint reader in the handle or even an
innovative hidden fingerprint reader.
The new aim? To surpass even themselves.

p i r n a r

u l t i m u m
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outstanding insulation factor from

0,73
W/(m2K)
—
ift rosenheim

Ultimum series doors feature one of the
lowest aluminium door heat insulation factors
in the world. The value 0.73 W/(m2K), a
unique achievement for an aluminium front
door, was confirmed using an insulation test
by the internationally recognised German
research institute IFT Rosenheim. Pirnar
doors are able to achieve such excellent heat
insulation results thanks to their technological
sophistication, masterful aluminium moulding,
careful joining of various materials and
high precision manufacturing that aims for
perfection. With their superior heat insulation,
Pirnar doors bring to your home a sense of
familiarity and warmth while reducing heat
loss at the point in the house or apartment
that is the most exposed to heat loss.
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perfect
The only way to discover the limits
of the possible is to go beyond them
into the impossible.
— Arthur C. Clarke

Good enough? Never.

What drives a handcraftsman at Pirnar's to work slowly and
precisely, using his skilled hands on the many tiny details
of doors? The same inner fire that pushes an athlete to go
beyond their limits and set a new record. The same passion
that inspires an artist to create beauty that has never been
seen before, over and over again. The yearning to reach
for the stars, to accomplish the impossible, for perfection.

p i r n a r

Whoever does not reach for perfection cannot even attain
excellence.
The Pirnar Ultimum door is a handmade masterpiece,
perfectly shaped and flawlessly crafted in every detail.
They are the fruit of bold planning, inspiring design and
imaginative realization. Love for perfection is shown in
the selection of costly materials, the precision of production, the flawlessness of surfaces and the elegance of
lines. Every detail has its own place, and its own special
meaning. The abundance of the handcraftsmanship makes
possible what no machine can.

We never get tired of perfection. We feel it every time we
touch our door. When we leave in the morning, we will
be delighted at the sight of the refined lines and colors.
The value of the materials and its perfect design will fill
us with pride over and over again. We will be able to start
the day with ease and a sense of power.
A day when we can surpass ourselves.

u l t i m u m
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personal
Follow the crowd and you will
never be followed by a crowd.
— Hannah Whitall Smith

You are unique, and so is your home.

Every house has a door, but only one opens your home.
It says something about you. Whether you like it or not,
an entrance tells who you are, how you think, what is
important to you. That is why it is so important that it is
made according to your wishes and demands. Only if it
amazes you will it amaze others, too. Only if you admire
it, will the others do the same.

p i r n a r

Pirnar Ultimum is an entrance you can completely adapt
to yourself.
You can have your choice of dimension, your choice style
and any of the dozens of designs within that style. You can
have your choice of any colour and surface treatment. The
dozens of possible combinations among handles, knockers
and locks will delight even the most demanding clients.

With discreet LED lighting, your door can shine also at
night, not only in the sun. Give it a dash of magic, romance or timeless elegance.
Multi-layer glazing is not only important for the safety
and energy efficiency of your home. It represents a special
design element where your creativity can come to life. One
or two inside layers can have a sand motif, thus playing
with the light and covering, yielding extraordinary visual
effects. Embedded lenses, crystals, pieces of melted glass,
tinted and transparent glass –all of these create a special,
unique impression.
Let your uniqueness show.

u l t i m u m
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If you limit your choices only to what seems
possible or reasonable, you disconnect
yourself from what you truly want.
— Robert Fritz

uncompromising
“That is not possible to make.”

How many times have you heard this in your life? How
much feeling of incapacity, despair or anger it caused?
Designers, engineers and handcraftsmen at Pirnar's never
ask certain questions, for such questions have no sense.
They are not interested if something can be made. They
just want to know, how they can do it. When it seems
they cannot improve something, they make a step further.
When technical solutions look completely dried up, they
find a new, even a better one. Uncompromisingly.
Is it possible to make a door with thermal conductivity
beyond reach by now, a multiple level door panel or an entrance with all the elements leveled into one surface? Is it
possible to make something nobody else has made so far?

At Pirnar's they achieve the goal no matter if it is necessary to use high technology or craftsman hands. Every
door is unique, given a final hand touch, perfected from
a bold idea to a flawless make. Top certificates and warranties support it. Uncompromisingly.
Every entrance is aesthetically cultivated technical
marvel. It inspires architects. It charms beauty admirers.
It amazes technologists. It gives joy to the owner.
Uncompromisingly.
Fortunately, handcraftsmen at Pirnar's do not know,
something is impossible.

p i r n a r

new

90 mm
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n ew

—
a 4-seal
profile system

125 mm

u l t i m u m

—
a 4-seal
profile system

140 mm

105 mm

u lt i m u m m u lt i l e v e l

95 mm

110 mm

u lt i m u m p u r e

basic system
multilevel ads 125

option
multilevel ads 140

basic system
pure 95

option
pure 110

▶▶ Overall door thickness 125 mm

▶▶ Overall door thickness 140 mm

▶▶ Overall door thickness 95 mm

▶▶ Overall door thickness 110 mm

▶▶ Insulative infill panels 90/125 mm

▶▶ Insulative infill panels 105/140 mm

▶▶ Insulative infill panels 95 mm

▶▶ Insulative infill panels 110 mm

▶▶ Expanded thermal bridge 40 mm with
insulation

▶▶ Expanded thermal bridge 40 mm with
insulation

▶▶ Expanded thermal bridge 40 mm with
insulation

▶▶ Expanded thermal bridge 40 mm with
insulation

▶▶ Multilevel infill implementation (3D-look)

▶▶ Multilevel infill implementation (3D-look)

▶▶ Aligned surface with no visible contacts on
frame and leaf outside

▶▶ Aligned surface with no visible contacts on
frame and leaf outside

Possible mismatches between the slots on door leaf and the slots on side parts.
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comfortable

p i r n a r

u l t i m u m
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The greatest pleasure in life is doing
what people say you cannot do.
— Walter Bagehot

Comfort is a reward for success.

It makes our lives better and more beautiful. It is tenderness, warmth, light, simplicity of life, love, contentment
with oneself and others. It is the inner peace and the
peace inside our own house. A lot of tiny things.

Comfort is a friendly and discrete lighting of the entrance where it is most needed. At night, it is easy to
spot a doorstep, hold a handle, or see where to put
your finger to unlock the door.

Pirnar Ultimum is the entrance for comfort lovers.

Comfort is listening to the words of praise and admiration of your guests and friends when you invite them
to the entrance Pirnar Ultimum. Comfort is to feel
safe. Comfort is to live in fine environment.

Comfort is to forget about the annoying care for the
house keys. You take care of the safety of your home
with a single touch of your fingerprint. Your home
remains protected and only yours. You decide whom
to invite in the house.
Comfort is warmth of your home. The best-isolated
aluminium door looks after you, even in a most severe
winter you feel cosy as if your loved one embraces you.

Reward yourself with comfort.
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m u lt i
leve l

original

pi r n a r
design

u l t i m u m

m u l t i l e v e l

ENTRANCE THAT
EVERYBO D Y
NOT I CES
Ultimum Multilevel is something people
would never expect. It is a breakthrough
from a limitative flatness into a 3-D world.
It is a surprise urging the spectator to come
closer and touch a stirred surface. It is a tectonic movement in designing entrance doors.
It is innovation achievable only with skilled
hand working and top level technology.
Ultimum Multilevel is an outstanding and
noticeable entrance for people with charisma. It is for the people who are not afraid
to speak their opinion and show their own
uniqueness. It is for the leaders. The right
entrance for you.

501
A model of a door for those that stick
to the motto “less is more”. Horizontal
lines on the wider part of the door
leaf are rounded off with a vertically
positioned rectangular pull handle
stretching through the whole door
height. As in all the other models,
colours can be chosen freely.

Colour FS 7016

Finger scanner

Additional infill paint
outside FS Quarz 2

LED illumination under
the handle 6949 ×6

Handle 9001

Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

Slots outside
Inox house numerals
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▼ House numeral, aligned with the door surface is an elegant
complementation to every door from the Ultimum series.

503
A door for those who love to be
welcomed by wood at the entrance.
A noble combination with a narrow
band, colored in a cherry structure,
gives this door a special preciousness.
We can change the color or wood
pattern.

Colour 90147

Inox house numerals

Additional infill paint
outside timber decor
Cherry DS 403

Finger scanner
in the handle

Handle 3248FL
Protective trim 6434
Slots outside

LED illumination
in the handle
Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

u l t i m u m

m u l t i l e v e l

504
Soft curvy lines of the 504 model
shine in full glow even better when
LED illumination lights up under the
handle. Being hidden under the handle,
diodes create a discrete illumination
and the light softly spills from under
the edge of the handle.

Colour FS 8019

Finger scanner

Additional infill paint
outside FS Quarz 2

LED illumination under
the handle 6949 ×6

Handle 9206

Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

Slots outside
Inox house numerals

led illumination under the handle
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505-A
A door for those who wish for some
vivacity besides the feeling of safety.
This door is special for its playful
mixture of a solid monolith and
gentleness of translucent patterns
embellishing glass surfaces. A two
colored door panel adds to the
impression of vividness and lightness.

Colour FS 7016

Protective trim 6434

Additional infill paint
outside FS Oxyde 3

Slots outside

Clear glass motive
sand-blasted
Handle 9207

Finger scanner
Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

u l t i m u m

502
A door that is aesthetically
dominated by a powerful pull
handle stretching over the wider
part of the door leaf and onto
the main part. A sophisticated
design of the pull handle enables
a modern and reliable grip.

Colour 90147

Inox house numerals

Additional infill paint
outside 80077

Finger scanner

Handle 9505
Protective trim 6434

Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

Slots outside

Handle is a dominant
element of the model 502.

m u l t i l e v e l
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507
Elegant lines of the model are
complemented by a prominent pull
handle that attracts attention.
A strong aesthetic element that is
completely suited to the line of the
glass can be substituted with a more
discrete one or even highlighted with
led diodes according to your wish.

505
Colour FS 7016

Slots outside

Additional infill paint
outside RAL 3003 mat

Protective feature 6002
glossy with hidden
finger scanner

Clear glass motive
sand-blasted
Handle 9104 glossy
Protective trim
6935 glossy

Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

Elegant refinement is a
characteristic of this door. The
impression of firmness is balanced
by thin lines driving from
aluminium to printed glass. Rich
handle gives the door a touch of
power. This is a door for those who
do not talk much, but tell a lot.

Colour FS Quarz 2

Handle 9502

Composite glass – view
from outside: clear glass
ESG with black motive
outside, clear motive
sand-blasted in the
middle, clear inside

Slots outside with inox
feature outside × 4 glossy
Finger scanner

u l t i m u m

m u l t i l e v e l
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506-A
Distinctively calm elegance of
a door panel and lighting gives
an impression of undisturbed
self confidence. Lines, colors and
materials link up into a congruent
whole that impresses every visitor.
Every detail is powerful and
indispensable in a joint harmony.

Colour FS Quarz 1

Protective trim 6434

Additional infill paint
outside FS Quarz 2

Protective feature 6001
with hidden finger scanner

Clear glass motive
sand-blasted

Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

Handle 9207
Slots outside
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▲ led illumination: when night comes your
door will acquire a romantic image ...
▼ Two layers with motives and lenses
creating a single image

509
A door which with led illumination
under the handle creates a magical
entrance into your home. We created it
with a significant feeling for details as
the motive from the glass reflects on the
handle.

Colour 90147
Additional infill paint
outside FS 9016
Clear glass motive
sand-blasted
Handle 9105
Slots outside

Protective feature 6001
with hidden finger scanner
LED illumination under
the handle 6273 ×4
Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

u l t i m u m

508
Soft roundness of the door completes
lens shaped glass. Its echo is an
elegant flat handle. Together with a
peaceful geometric pattern it balances
the impression of kindness and
cosines.

m u l t i l e v e l

508-B
Colour 90147

Handle 9101

Additional infill paint
outside FS 9016

Slots outside

Clear glass motive
sand-blasted

Finger scanner

The inner lenses act as pearly
accentuation of a 4-layer glass sanded
motif in the 508-B model.

Colour FS 8019

Slots outside

Additional infill paint
outside FS Oxyde 4

Finger scanner

Clear glass motive
sand-blasted with lens
(transparent) ×4
Handle 9109

Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted
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510
An interesting handle dominating
the door is curved with the purpose
of enabling a reliable grip. A designer
motive of shining inox trim in the
slots on the wider part of the door is
repeated with the handle. This door
enables led illumination as well.

Colour 70105
Additional infill paint
outside 70161
Clear glass motive
sand-blasted
Handle 9501

Slots outside with inox
feature outside × 4 glossy
Finger scanner
LED illumination 6273 ×4
Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

u l t i m u m

m u l t i l e v e l

511
When another noble material is added
to aluminium the result is a door such
as model 511. A glass motive is a result
of lenses and an accessory from fused
glass which together forms a play of
light at the entrance of your home.

Colour FS 7016
Additional infill paint
outside FS Quarz 2
Clear glass motive
sand-blasted on both
sides, fused glass and
lenses (transparent) ×4
Handle 9106 glossy

Protective trim
6935 glossy
Slots outside
Finger scanner glossy
Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

Lenses and
fused glass
together forms
a play of light.
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512
Elegant and prestigious door for
those who want something special.
Crystal glass built in the handle
glows at nightfall by dint of lighting.
Combination of crystal glass and
elegant round glass gives the door
a touch of exclusive refinement.
Crystal glass in
its full glory.

Colour 70105

Inox feature outside glossy

Additional infill paint
outside 70161

LED illumination of
the crystal glass in
the handle 6273

Satinato glass motive
sand-blasted
Handle with glass
decor outside (krystal
glass) 9010L glossy
Slots outside

Finger scanner glossy
Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: satinato glass
motive sand-blasted

u l t i m u m

513
The impression of contemporaneity
and classic elegance embellishes
this entrance. Its universality
confirms its great reputation. 4-layer
glazing assures safety of your home.
Lighting in handle or doorstep
lighting emphasizes the elegance
of the entrance.

m u l t i l e v e l

514-A
Colour FS 7016

Inox feature outside ×7

Satinato glass

Finger scanner

Handle 9011

Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: satinato glass
motive sand-blasted

Protective trim 6334
Slots outside

A strong 4-layer glass provides
security and at the same time lets
light pass freely into your hallway.
The protective trim at the bottom
of the wider part elegantly finishes
off the door leaf.

Colour FS 7016

Handle 9008

Additional infill paint
outside Quarz 2

Protective trim 6434

Clear glass motive
sand-blasted

Finger scanner
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514
A door model that allows numerous
combinations with various handles.
A straight handle stretching through
the whole height of the door is our
preposition. Colours, handles and glass
motives can be chosen randomly.

Colour FS Quarz 2

Protective trim 6434

Additional infill paint
outside FS Quarz 1

Finger scanner
in the handle

Clear glass motive
sand-blasted

Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

Handle 9008F

Discrete led illumination
under the handle of model 516.

u l t i m u m

516
Door models that will complete the
image of your home like a vital piece
of a puzzle. Their exclusiveness is
conveyed through stunning dark
glass motives completed by elegant
pull handles.

m u l t i l e v e l

515
Clear glass ESG with black
motive outside, clear
motive sand-blasted in
the middle, clear inside
Colour FS Quarz 1
Handle 9503

Slots outside
Finger scanner
LED illumination under
the handle 6273 x 1

A combination of straight lines made
of colored aluminium and precise
geometric pattern of dark glass gives
this entrance a touch of seriousness
and calmness. The elegant line is a
signature of the door that does not
like to brag.

Clear glass ESG with black
motive outside, satinato
glass, clear inside
Colour FS Oxyde 4
Handle 9504

Protective trim 6434
Slots outside
Finger scanner
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▼ A relief design of the Pirnar Ultimum doors enables unique design
solutions that can be only found on Pirnar doors. Finishing trim at the
bottom of the door leaf highlights the elegant design and offers protection

518
Universal play of colours that is in
model 518 based on everlasting and
always useful combination of dark
and light grey. Calmness, elegance and
universality – all in one.

Colour 90146

Protective trim 6435

Additional infill paint
outside 80077

Finger scanner
in the handle

Clear glass motive
sand-blasted

LED illumination
in the handle

Handle 3246FL

Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

Slots outside

u l t i m u m

517
A classic, renown form of Pirnar
front doors for those who prefer
established solutions. It is enriched
with an unusual trapezoid shaped
handle giving the door a strong and
undeniable character.

Colour FS 7016

Protective trim 6434

Additional infill paint
outside timber decor
Cherry DS 403

Slots outside

Clear glass motive
sand-blasted
Handle 9007F

Finger scanner
in the handle
Side lights LEFT/
RIGHT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

m u l t i l e v e l
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519
The eternal neo-classical style of
this door model is a perfect union
of modern technological joinery
solutions and classic architecture.
If up until now you thought that there
are no suitable aluminium front doors
for your classic home, think again.

Colour FS 9016
Clear glass motive
sand-blasted
Handle 3246F

Solid aluminium
decorative frame
Finger scanner
in the handle

Slots outside

Glass can be replaced with vitrage.
You can add your personal touch.

u l t i m u m

520
Modern solutions interwoven
with the eternally classic. We
supplemented the 3D multilevel
effect with subdued colours and
a triangular tympanum.

Colour FS 8019
Clear glass motive
sand-blasted
Handle 3246F
Slots outside

Solid aluminium
decorative frame
Finger scanner
in the handle

m u l t i l e v e l
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pure
original

pi r n a r
design

u l t i m u m

p u r e

THERE ARE
ENTRANCES
THAT TA K E YOUR
BREATH A W AY
At some entrances people just cannot find
the words. You just have to stop for a while
every time before entering.
Some entrances make us wish to slide a hand
over them. We want to feel them not just see
the tiny rifts and an exchange of material.
This is Ultimum Pure. Purity of surfaces
where nothing defaces the perfect flat surface. An entrance for the most up to date
houses and the most demanding admirers of
perfection. The one where nothing can be added or taken away. All elements are plunged
into unified flat without unnecessary brims
and frames. Where everything is one.
612
Astonishing surface made of dark glass
reflecting the surrounding and anybody
who stands in front of it. Invincible
elegance. Subtle purity with two as
breath thin lines. Eminent feature with
the hidden handle inside the whetted
steel band. Perfection.

Black glass ESG with
slots outside / colour
RAL 9016 inside
Handle 9605FL
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Finger scanner in the handle

LED illumination in
the handle 6947
Threshold illumination 6948
Side lights LEFT/RIGHT:
Infill coverage outside
(thickness 60 mm)
with black glass ESG

Pure is a secret. Touch it.
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601
The calmness of design is
complemented by the cheerful
colours. The aluminium door leaf
provides playful colours, while the
inox pull handle, noble glass details
and minimalist slots offer a peaceful
and elegant appearance.

602
Colour FS Oxyde 4

Slots outside

Black glass ESG outside

Finger scanner glossy

Handle 9601L

LED illumination in the
handle 6273 ×2

Inox protective trim
1500 glossy

Threshold illumination 6948

Elegant pureness stretches to the
handle, which automatically and
silently returns in its initial position.
What remains is a smooth surface.
A combination of horizontal lines
and noble materials gives an
impression of calmness and a feeling
of controlled power.

Colour FS 9016

Finger scanner glossy

Additional infill paint
outside 90147

LED illumination in the
handle 6273 ×2

Handle 9601L

Threshold illumination 6948

Inox protective trim
1500 glossy

Side lights LEFT/RIGHT: clear
glass motive sand-blasted

Slots outside

u l t i m u m

p u r e
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603
Entrance radiating power and
largeness. Tiny glimmering line
engraves into dark firmness of a solid
door and its lighting. A thin band of
dark glass looks like a mysterious
window fleetingly uncovering a wide
panorama of surroundings.
Flexible pull handle

Colour FS 7016

Finger scanner glossy

Black glass ESG outside

LED illumination in the
handle 6273 ×2

Handle 9601L
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Slots outside

Threshold illumination 6948
Side part LEFT/RIGHT: Infill
coverage outside (thickness
60 mm) with black glass
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NEW: Protective feature with hidden finger scanner.

605
These refined doors are marked by
transverse lines that limit the central
part of the recessed pull handle. The
pull handle features a sophisticated
grip, while model 605 has a particularly
refined detail – a thin longitudinal inox
trim.

Colour FS 9016
Additional infill paint
outside 90147

Protective feature 6002
glossy with hidden
finger scanner

Handle 9604

LED illumination in the
handle 6273 ×3

Inox protective trim
1500 glossy

Threshold illumination 6948
Side lights LEFT/RIGHT: clear
glass motive sand-blasted

u l t i m u m

604
Simplicity as a culmination of
aesthetics. Smooth surfaces in
matching colors and materials
give an impression of firmness and
invincibility. Only a handle is exposed,
the rest is flat undisturbed by any
brim.

p u r e
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606
Colour 90147
Handle 9603
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Slots outside
Finger scanner glossy

LED illumination in the
handle 6273 ×2
Threshold illumination 6948
Side lights LEFT/RIGHT: clear
glass motive sand-blasted

A door panel remains toughly flat and
leveled with a frame. A noble wooden
pattern band and an inbuilt window
add to the elegance. A combination
of wood, steel and reflections of dark
glass raises an impression of dynamic
and specialty.

Colour 80077
Additional infill paint
outside timber decor
Cherry DS 403
Satinato glass
Handle 9603

Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Protective feature 6002
glossy with hidden
finger scanner
LED illumination in the
handle 6273 ×2
Threshold illumination 6948
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A door model with glass pull handle

u l t i m u m

p u r e
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Night Sky Gloss

Night Storm Gloss

Night Storm Matte

Night Sky Matte

607
A door playing with various effects
of a transversal band, you can
choose between glass and steel
version. You can add or drop the
transversal grooves, which stir the
relief of the door or you can use
filled or glass side parts.

Colour 90147
Black glass ESG outside
Handle 9605FL
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Slots outside

LED illumination in
the handle 6947
Threshold illumination 6948
Side part LEFT/RIGHT:
Infill coverage outside
(thickness 60 mm)
with black glass ESG

Finger scanner in the handle

African Mistery Matte

608
A silver steel band surface and the
inbuilt handle attract your eye on
the smooth surface of the entrance.
It silently invites your hand to touch
it. Tiny lines of side glasses underline
calmness and elegance of the entrance.

610
Colour 80077
Handle 9606FL
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Inox feature outside
Finger scanner in the handle

LED illumination in
the handle 6947
Threshold illumination 6948
Side lights LEFT/RIGHT: clear
glass motive sand-blasted

Colour 71334

Inox feature outside

Handle 9606FL

Finger scanner in the handle

Inox protective trim
1500 glossy

LED illumination in
the handle 6947

Slots outside

Threshold illumination 6948

u l t i m u m

609
Sophisticated elegance created by the
combination of black glass and an
inox trim from side to side. The pull
handle is recessed into the door leaf
and returns to its original position
automatically after opening.

Black glass ESG with
slots outside / colour
RAL 9016 inside
Handle 9606FL
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Inox feature outside

LED illumination in
the handle 6947
Threshold illumination 6948
Side part LEFT/RIGHT: Infill
coverage outside (thickness
60 mm) with black glass
ESG and inox feature

Finger scanner in the handle

Discrete led illumination in handle.

p u r e
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Discrete illumination in pull handle

u l t i m u m

611
Prestige is captured inside the glass
and the purity of the form. An entrance
with dominating glass surface with or
without optional number of grooves.
We get an interesting effect when we
use them only on some parts.

p u r e
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619
Parsol black glass
ESG outside/ colour
RAL 9016 inside
Handle 9606FL
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Finger scanner in the handle

LED illumination in
the handle 6947
Threshold illumination 6948
Side lights LEFT/RIGHT:
parsol black glass
ESG outside, satinato
glass in the middle

Hidden seduction. The slender glass
line with its recessed pull handle
will not leave you cold. As with other
models, all of its elements merge with
each other in a single plane.

Colour 90147

Finger scanner in the handle

Black glass ESG outside

LED illumination in
the handle 6947

Handle 9609FL
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy

Threshold illumination 6948
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614
Monolith door panel gives a feeling
of firmness and safety softened by
elegant horizontal line stretching
to side glasses. Horizontally inbuilt
handle underlines calm self confidence
sparkled by the entrance.

Colour 80077
Handle 9606FL
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Slots outside
Finger scanner in the handle

LED illumination in
the handle 6947
Threshold illumination 6948
Side lights LEFT/RIGHT: clear
glass motive sand-blasted

You do not need
much to stand out.
A thin longitudinal
inox trim extends
from top to bottom
of the model 616
door leaf like a
silk thread. Subtle,
but unforgettably
distinctive.

u l t i m u m

616
Be individual, have the courage ...
Use only one small detail to the
greatest effect. The carefully
considered position of the pull
handle in the slotted aluminium
door leaf creates just such an effect.

p u r e
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615
Colour 80077
Handle 9607L
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Inox feature outside glossy

Protective feature 6002
glossy with hidden
finger scanner
LED illumination in
the handle 6947
Threshold illumination 6948

Absolute opacity gives an impression
of the greatest safety and dignity.
The entrance hides and protects
something very important and dear to
the owner. Elegant handle and some
lines give a strong message without
too many words.

Colour FS 7016
Handle 9606FL
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Slots outside
Finger scanner in the handle

LED illumination in
the handle 6947
Threshold illumination 6948
Side part LEFT/RIGHT:
Infill coverage outside
(thickness 60 mm)
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618
The interesting handle dominating
these doors is made in a manner that
is known from the world of furniture
hardware but has never before been
used in aluminium front doors.

613
Colour 80077

Finger scanner glossy

Handle 9608

LED illumination in the
handle 6273 ×2

Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Slots outside

Threshold illumination 6948

High lustre of dark glass reflects
images standing in front of it. Each
time you approach, your image enters
into the beauty of your surrounding
and its motifs. We never get tired of a
play of light, reflections and thin lines.

Parsol Black glass ESG
with slots outside /
colour RAL 9016 inside
Handle 9606FL
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Finger scanner in the handle

LED illumination in
the handle 6947
Threshold illumination 6948
Side lights LEFT/RIGHT:
Parsol black glass esg
outside, clear glass motive
sand-blasted in the middle

u l t i m u m

Discrete threshold illumination

p u r e
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617

The glass surfaces on the
sides are in the same plane
as the door leaf and frame.

Simple elegance where all the
elements communicate in harmony.
This door with its refine materials,
lines and reflections speak of the
art of living of their residents. They
speak of a joy for life interlaced with
a mature responsibility.

Colour 90147
Handle 9607L
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Slots outside
Finger scanner in the handle

LED illumination in
the handle 6947
Threshold illumination 6948
Side lights LEFT: clear glass
motive sand-blasted

u l t i m u m

623
Refined elegance of this door accents
a submerged handle placed at the
juncture of both colors. Elegant play
of a combination of colors continues
on a frame and this amazes a visitor
and furthermore enraptures with a
freshness of the feature.

p u r e
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625
Colour 90147
Additional colour infill and
frame outside 80077

Protective feature 6002
glossy with hidden
finger scanner

Handle 9611

LED illumination in the
handle 6273 ×4

Inox protective trim
1500 glossy

Threshold illumination 6948

Inox feature outside glossy

A vertical window on a door panel
gives the model a touch of elegant
homeliness. The left brim serves as a
handle. A vertical steel strip from top
to bottom of the door accents the line
of a handle and leads our fingers.

Colour 90147
Satinato glass
Handle 9612

Protective feature 6002
glossy with hidden
finger scanner
Threshold illumination 6948
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621
Nothing disturbs dignity of the vertical
lines on this door. A horizontal handle
is plunged into a door panel and stands
out only by a glittering steel band that
shines along the handle length.

Sunken pull handle with no visible
joints and stainless steel detail

Colour 80077
Handle 9602
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy
Protective feature 6002
glossy with hidden
finger scanner

LED illumination in the
handle 6273 ×4
Threshold illumination 6948
Side lights LEFT/RIGHT:
satinato glass

u l t i m u m
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620
The most daring model of the Pure line.
Side lights feature longitudinal motifs
and run parallel to the recessed pull
handle, which has LED lighting. Just
enough to not be too much.

Colour 80077
Handle 9610
Protective feature 6002
glossy with hidden
finger scanner

LED illumination in the
handle 6950 ×8
Threshold illumination 6948
Side lights LEFT/RIGHT: clear
glass motive sand-blasted

u l t i m u m

624
Fine elegance of the door is built
on a vertical rift of a handle. We are
astonished by the aesthetic power
of its vertical line, emphasized by
two steel bands. A narrow window
inside a handle reveals a construction
deliberated to the perfection.

p u r e
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622
Colour 80077
Handle 9610
Satinato glass
Protective feature 6002
glossy with hidden
finger scanner

LED illumination in the
handle 6950 ×8
Threshold illumination 6948

Even the unseen can thrill you. This
door model boasts an exciting hidden
pull handle that is recessed into
the door leaf. The pull handle runs
along the whole of the door leaf and
is made of fine and shiny inox trim,
offering an escape from the ordinary.

Colour FS Oxyde 4
Satinato glass
Handle 9602
Inox protective trim
1500 glossy

Protective feature 6002
glossy with hidden
finger scanner
LED illumination in the
handle 6273 ×4
Threshold illumination 6948
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626
Glass of magnificent dimensions
embellishes a calm dignity of vertical
lines on the door. Their reflection has
a chat with the reflection of a steel
band as thin as hair along a plunged
handle. A few tiny differences in a
glass pattern completely change the
whole impression.

627
Colour 80077
Clear glass motive
sand-blasted

Protective feature 6002
glossy with hidden
finger scanner

Colour 90147
Clear glass motive
sand-blasted

Protective feature 6002
glossy with hidden
finger scanner

Handle 9602

LED illumination in the
handle 6273 ×4

Handle 9602

LED illumination in the
handle 6273 ×4

Inox protective trim
1500 glossy

Threshold illumination 6948

Inox protective trim
1500 glossy

Threshold illumination 6948

p i r n a r
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touch it
To see a photograph of Pirnar Ultimum entrance is enrapturing. But even in your dream it will not get you ready
for the real surprise. The real surprise is when you look
at these masterpieces with your own eyes and slide your
hand over its surfaces and brims.
Only then you could realize the size of an entrance. Only
then you would feel how a door opens. Only then you will
understand what a feeling of firmness their exceptional
thickness awakes.
Experience yourself the experience of your guests in front
of your house. Admiration.
Visit the nearest salon with Pirnar Ultimum doors today.
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multilevel & pure

For the most demanding. Amazing innovations of marvelous forms.
Pirnar Ultimum represents the most admired and technologically most
perfect entrances in the market. Designer lines MULTILEVEL with 3-d
multilevel thickness and PURE with a complete one surface leveling are
unique and bold innovations.

premium
Distinguished design, hand made masterpiece. The pride of home.
Pirnar Premium is the entrance of exceptional firmness and top design
for long decades of usage with pride. It offers over standard thickness
of a door panel and unsurpassably low thermal conductivity quotient:
0,73 W/m2K. It is and ideal choice for low-energy homes.

basico
Pirnar Premium Basico is something special. It is a topmost, price
accessible entrance of sophisticated forms that encourage admiration.
It is a well thought solution for prudent perfectionists. It is embellished
with thermal and sound isolation, flawless make and firmness of the
best aluminium profiles.

Please recycle.

♻
Pirnar models are protected by copyright. We reserve the right to make technical changes without prior notice. Variations in
colour are possible due to the technical printing processes. Colours should be checked using the RAL colour chart.

Pirnar Ultimum is a topmost choice of a larger group of
Pirnar entrances, offering a rich palette of possibilities
in design and price. You can adapt any door to yourself
with a wide selection of additional equipment. More information in catalogues Premium and Basico, on web page
www. pirnar.si or at a representative of Pirnar make.

